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LISBON: Former Manchester United
great Eric Cantona has backed Jose
Mourinho’s squad to get back to chal-
lenging for top honours, three years since
they last won the Premier League.

“It’s just the beginning. Manchester
can still be champions. Jose Mourinho is a

successful manager at a successful club
which this year has succesful players,” the
former French international said in an
interview published Wednesday in
Portuguese daily newspaper Publico.

“But this is an extremely difficult
championship, full of great teams and

great managers like (Manchester City
coach) Pep Guardiola,” he added.

Since Alex Ferguson retired after win-
ning the league in 2013, Manchester
United have finished seventh, fourth and
fifth, their only major trophy during that
time being last season’s FA Cup.

The club kicked off their league cam-
paign this season with three straight wins
under Mourinho, but slumped to back-to-
back defeats against Manchester City and
Watford. They are in sixth place in the
English Premier League table with 12
points after seven matches.

After the international break,
Manchester United travel to Liverpool on
October 17. Cantona, 50, won four league
titles with united prior to retiring in 1997
at the end of a colourful career in which
he became a cult figure at Old Trafford.
He now lives in Lisbon. — AFP

United can be champions under Mourinho: Cantona

TEHRAN: Iran’s Jalal Hosseini, left, and South Korea’s Lee Chung Yong, right, jump for the ball during their World Cup qualifying soccer match at
the Azadi Stadium in Tehran, Iran, Tuesday. — AP

TEHRAN: Saudi Arabia took full advantage of an
earlier draw between Australia and Japan by
beating neighbours United Arab Emirates 3-0 to
storm to the top of Group B in Asian World Cup
qualifying on Tuesday.

Iran earlier delighted 75,000 fans at a jam-
packed Azadi stadium in Tehran when Sardar
Azmoun’s goal earned a 1-0 win over South
Korea that sent Team Melli clear in Group A after
four of 10 matches.

The top two in each group reach the 2018
finals with the two third-placed sides meeting
over two legs for the chance to face a CONCA-
CAF team in a final playoff for a ticket to Russia.

Saudi Arabia had been expected to be bat-
tling it out for third when they were drawn with
Australia and Japan but late goals from Fahad Al
Muwallad, Nawaf Al Abed and Yahya Al Shehri in
Riyadh on Tuesday gave them three wins from

four matches. Bert van Marwijk’s side now stand
two points clear of Asian champions Australia,
who remained undefeated only after rescuing a
point from their heavyweight clash with the Blue
Samurai in Melbourne courtesy of Mile Jedinak’s
second half penalty.

Genki Haraguchi put Japan ahead in the fifth
minute on the counter-attack but was also
responsible for the clumsy challenge on Tomi
Juric that allowed the Australia captain to make
it 1-1 from the spot in the 52nd minute.

The Saudis top the group with 10 points
ahead of the Socceroos (8) and Japan (7) with
the United Arab Emirates also still very much in
contention on six points.

Mohanad Adbulraheem scored all four goals
in Tehran as Iraq secured the first points of their
campaign with a 4-0 win over winless Thailand,
who were reduced to 10 men after Koravit

Namwiset was sent off.
In Tuesday’s other qualifier in the Iranian capi-

tal, the home side dominated the first half and
took a deserved 25th-minute lead through
Azmoun, who capped a flowing move when he
met a low cross from the right and side-footed it
into the net.

The Koreans, bidding for a spot at a ninth
straight World Cup, pressed forward after the
break but failed to create a clear-cut chance
against a packed Iranian defence.

China’s fading hopes of qualifying for the
finals for a second time received another blow
when they were beaten 2-0 by Uzbekistan, who
moved up to second in Group A a point behind
Iran. Second half goals from Marat Bikmaev and
substitute Shukurov Otabek in Tashkent left the
Chinese bottom of the six-team group with a
solitary point. — Reuters

Saudis, Iran go top 
as China lose again

MELBOURNE: Japan’s 1-1 draw with Asian
champions Australia on Tuesday has made
safe coach Vahid Halilhodzic’s job at least
until the next round of World Cup quali-
fiers. The 63-year-old Bosnian, who took
over in March last year, had come under fire
after the Blue Samurai started the final
round of Asian qualifying with a shock
home loss to the United Arab Emirates.

A 2-0 win away at Group B whipping
boys Thailand and a scrappy 2-1 home vic-
tory over the similarly unfancied Iraq were
not enough to ease the pressure on
Halilhodzic.  The draw in Melbourne, how-
ever, prompted Japan Football Association
technical director Akira Nishino to confirm
the coach would still be in place when
group leaders Saudi Arabia visit Saitama on
Nov. 15.

“Of course,” he told Kyodo news agency.
“This is not a bad result at all.” Halilhodzic
certainly felt he and his team had won the
tactical battle with the Australians, who led
the group unbeaten going into Tuesday’s
match.

“I thought we played a fantastic match.
We managed the game with good tactics,”
the former Algeria coach told reporters.  “If
we had been a bit fresher and had more

pace, we could have won. I wanted to
throw a surprise, tactically. We needed to
be efficient.

“Australia can only score from free kicks
and corners. I gave very specific instruc-
tions ... on set pieces. Australia are Asian
champions and we could not afford to take
many risks.” The Australian players
expressed surprise that a Japanese team
with attacking talents such as AC Milan’s
Keisuke Honda had played so defensively
after taking a fifth minute lead through
Genki Haraguchi.

Halilhodzic, though, was unapologetic if
disappointed not to come away with the
win. “I don’t regret a thing,” he said. “It’s a lit-
tle bit frustrating. We prepared well tacti-
cally. The boys played well, especially in
defence. We let them have the bulk of pos-
session.  We should have two more points.

“They had very few chances because we
maintained our defensive discipline.”

The Blue Samurai have seven points
after four of the 10 matches in the round
and sit behind the Saudis (10) and the
Socceroos (8) in Group B. Only the top two
qualify directly for Russia in 2018, which
would be Japan’s sixth successive finals
appearance. —Reuters

Halilhodzic safe 
after Japan draw 

LONDON: Liverpool and Manchester
United meet at Anfield on Monday in a
fixture widely regarded by supporters
and players as fiercer and more impor-
tant than the clubs’ respective city der-
bies. Both teams have enjoyed domi-
nant periods in the top flight - Liverpool
before the dawn of the Premier League-
but now are bidding to recapture past
glory after relatively fallow periods.  This
season’s clashes will have added spice
with Liverpool’s Juergen Klopp and
United’s Jose Mourinho - two of the
world’s most highly regarded managers
- trying to outwit each other in a battle
that is sure to add to the list of great
matches.  Here are five memorable
clashes bwetween the arch-rivals.

February 2012 - United 2 Liverpool 1
The two Premier League matches

between the clubs in the 2011-12 sea-
son highlighted the worst of feelings on
the pitch.  After their meeting in
October 2011, Liverpool’s Luis Suarez
was banned for eight games after being
found guilty of directing racist abuse at
United’s French full back Patrice Evra.
Suarez’s first game back was the return
at Old Trafford and, with all eyes on the
pre-match handshakes, Suarez raised
the stakes, deliberately avoiding Evra’s
outstretched hand.  Liverpool manager
Kenny Dalglish denied seeing the inci-
dent, and laid into a TV reporter for
questioning him about it.   Wayne
Rooney’s double earned United a 2-1
win and Evra celebrated loudly. United
boss Alex Ferguson called Uruguay’s
Suarez, who scored 10 minutes from the
end, a disgrace.

September 2010 - 
United 3 Liverpool 2

Dimitar Berbatov ’s hat-trick for
United, including a spectacular over-
head kick, in a personal wonder show
trumped Liverpool captain Steven
Gerrard’s brace as the hosts headed
towards one of their more comfortable
title successes.  A header from a corner
was followed by a stunning bicycle kick.
But, as has become a familiar pattern in
these clashes, it heralded a stunning
comeback as Gerrard scored with a
penalty and a free kick.

Another header made Berbatov the
first United player for more than half a
century to grab a hat-trick against
Liverpool, and earned a vital three
points on the way to their historic 19th
title - surpassing the record jointly held
with Liverpool.

March 2009 - United 1 Liverpool 4
Liverpool still harboured hopes of a

first Premier League title, but champions
United were the team to beat, and when
Cristiano Ronaldo put the home side in
front, it looked like another false dawn for
Rafael Benitez’s side.  But Fernando
Torres, enjoying possibly his best game
for Liverpool, equalised and a Steven
Gerrard penalty then put the visitors
ahead before halftime, Old Trafford was
in for a shock.  Late goals by Fabio Aurelio
and Andrea Dossena, following United
defender Nemanja Vidic’s red card, put
the icing on the cake for Liverpool
though United once again had the last
laugh, pipping their rivals to the title.

February 2006 - Liverpool 1 United 0
Memorable less for on-field brilliance

than the festering of wounds opened up
by Gary Neville’s goal celebration in
front of the Kop in their Premier League
clash a few weeks earlier.  The bad feel-
ing spilled over into the FA Cup fifth-
round tie at Anfield, with Liverpool later
apologising after sections of the crowd
threw coins at United supporters.  “I
expected abuse, but I also got a ham-
burger and about 4.50 pounds ($5.60) in
change,” Neville said after United’s
defeat.  But there was more unpleasant-
ness when United’s Alan Smith broke his
leg, prompting taunts from some
Liverpool fans, who also attacked the
ambulance in which he was taken to
hospital.

January 1994 - Liverpool 3 United 3
Not for the first, or last, time the fix-

ture produced a memorable comeback.
United were 3-0 up inside half an hour
at Anfield but Liverpool’s Nigel Clough
scored twice before the break and
defender Neil Ruddock crowned a stun-
ning fight back with the equaliser 10
minutes from time. United still won the
league. —Reuters

Five memorable Liverpool, 
Manchester United clashes

SANTIAGO: Chile’s Alexis Sanchez, right, fights for the ball with Peru’s Aldo Corzo
during a 2018 World Cup qualifying soccer match in Santiago, Chile, Tuesday. — AP

WARSAW: Robert Lewandowski proved once
again to be Poland’s lethal weapon on
Tuesday, scoring deep in stoppage time to
earn his team a 2-1 victory over 10-man
Armenia in their World Cup qualifier.

The Poland captain struck in the 95th
minute at the National Stadium in Warsaw,
scoring for the eighth consecutive qualifier
and just three days after his hat trick secured
a 3-2 win over Denmark.

Armenia’s Gael Andonian was sent off in
the 30th minute after he received two yellow
cards in two minutes, but the hosts struggled
to use the numerical advantage until
Lewandowski’s goal. Armenia’s Hrayr Mkoyan
netted an own goal to put the hosts 1-0 up in
the 48th minute and Marcos Pinheiro’s
answer was quick, leveling the score just two
minutes later. With only the winner qualifying
automatically, Poland is tied atop the group
with Montenegro as it chases its first World
Cup appearance since 2006. Romania trails by
two points while Denmark is another two
points behind. Armenia is at the bottom with-
out a point.

Other matches in Group E:
DENMARK 0, MONTENEGRO 1

After claiming the biggest home victory, a
5-0 rout of Kazakhstan at home on Saturday,
Fatos Beciraj’s goal in the 32nd minute lifted
Montenegro to an away victory, its first over
Denmark. Beciraj also netted one on
Saturday.

The tiny Balkan nation, currently 105th in
the FIFA ranking, has never qualified for the
final World Cup tournament. It has seven
points from three games.

KAZAKHSTAN 0, ROMANIA 0
Favorite Romania dropped two points in a

goalless draw at Kazakhstan. It was the sec-
ond home draw for Kazakhstan, which drew
2-2 with Poland before being thrashed 5-0 in
Montenegro in the previous round. It was the

eighth winless home match for the Kazakhs
since September 2014.

Romanian TV network DolceSport report-
ed that money and other objects had been
stolen from players and staff at the national
team’s hotel before the match.

Andrei Vochin, personal adviser to
Romanian Football Federation chairman
Razvan Burleanu, told DolceSport that “we
didn’t find out who stole the money and all
the objects. Anyway, we don’t have much
hope.” —AP

Poland beat Armenia 2-1, 
Montenegro stuns Denmark 

WARSAW: Poland’s Lukasz Teodorczyk, center, is challenged by Armenia’s Arsen Beglaryan,
left, Hrayr Mkoyan and Vahagn Minasyan, right, during their World Cup Group E qualifying
soccer match in Warsaw, Poland, Tuesday. — AP


